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About This Software

DimensionTwo, Animate your anime wife!
DimensionTwo is a software for creating and playing dynamic characters, allowing you to create fascinating dynamic characters

from a variety of images and play them on the desktop. Strive for simplicity and speed, without too complicated interface, as
long as you prepare the texture of the character, or you any picture, you can make it!

What can she do?

Play on your desktop

Use Locker to record information and little secrets for you

What can you do?

Play it

Just place it on the desktop

Download characters from Steam Workshop

Modify the character through the editor
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Use desktop Widgets

Characteristics

Editor: Ability to create character models, edit character actions, synthesize animations

Entertainment: Touch the character and interact with the mouse

Interaction: Can switch between normal mode and desktop mode, or interact at any time via shortcut keys

Widget: Built-in Electron, which can display any Electron program as a desktop component, built-in calendar, notes,
system monitor, collapsible desktop system, and open source code can be modified at will

Extension: Support lua scripts and provide a set of APIs to customize your desktop wife, set up various conversations
and animations, etc.

Format: support png and dds pictures

More: More DIY features will be available in the future

Q&A

how to use?
Please refer to the built-in documentation, which can be opened from the system tray icon right-click menu, or visit the manual

URL.

How to make auto startup?
The settings can be made via the system tray icon right-click menu -> Settings.

Will it take up resources?
We have optimized the code, will enter a low-consumption state after being placed, need to actively click to re-operate, and can

also be controlled in the setting of the tray right-click menu.

How to use Steam workshop?
You can browse and subscribe to the content directly at the Steam Workshop page. You can upload your own work to the

Workshop through the function of the right-click menu of the system tray icon.

Future plan

The future will continue to enhance the editor's features, including optimizing the basic operating experience, better skeletal
animation, support for FFD transformations to create animations, etc. will also update the video tutorial

------------------------------------------------------------------
At present, this software is still under development and improvement. If you encounter any problems, please send feedback to

the Steam community, or send an email to us
Chinese users can join the QQ group: 984893634
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Title: Dimension Two
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Utilities, Early Access
Developer:
AeroRider
Publisher:
AeroRider
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: 1.66 GHz Intel i3 or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: HD Graphics 4000 or above

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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Different than the first but still got the same crazy ♥♥♥♥ing ramdom. It looks like if R* took gta3 in another direction, You
get used to the driving easier in this than the first game. Though now you get infinite bullets and some large and interesting
places to play driver for thieves.

there have been some great addition to buying weapons, upgrades, cars. The rogue like aspect gets you longevity and
replayability.. hate to give this a negative review but there is simply too much going on here thats problematic.
First things first no, this isnt gangsters 1 or 2 and to be honest thats not what I epxected it to be althought i did expect a different
game which to be fair is probably my own fault.
The game loop is as follows, pick a family which than gives you randomly assigned capos and their underlings with random
bonuses - yes the families do have set bonuses as such but from what ive seen and read most ppl seem to agree that the big
affects are had by the guys that get rolled at random.
Than randomly put these guys into various neighborhoods to try and figure out what rackets will work there.
Now that in itself isnt necessarily bad but it starts a trend - everything is random. Untill you have setup in a burrow and in fact a
specific neighborhood there is no way to scope out what will work in that specific place ie what people you should have wokring
what type of rackets there. (if there is I havent been able to find out about it\/ read\/ utube etc.)
Now to clarify reading the are info will help you narrow it down some e.g. a rich neighborhood is only interessted in the high
end rackets casinos rather than gambling dens etc. BUT it wont tell you if this NH e.g. dislikes gambling untill after you tried to
gamble there. So you could have potentially tanked 120k on a casiono jsut to find out people there hate gaminbling.
And than u rinse and repeat in different neighbourhoods untill you start to make enough money to get engaged with deeper
mechanics like the politics of the entire city\/ the commission itself.
Add to that random events that take place that seem to tip the board over time and time again and it feels like your actions are
more or less unnecessary, it being a game as static as literaly looking at a map and nothing else I can understand why the devs
would add that into the game to mix it up but it results in feeling as if your actions in itself have little to no influence on the
actual game.....which at least in my opinion defeats the purpose of playing.

As I mentioned previously I had read of people claming this to be in the vein of the old Gangster games and I instantly felt that
wasnt the case on booting it up (to be fair devs never said it was!). So to make sure I didnt mis remember the game I bought
Gangster 1 on gog and had a few rounds and while there are some elements beyond just the era that are similar between the two
games gangster 1 is a completely differnt monster. While fiddly and needing disturbing amount of micromangment and in terms
of combat player controll G1 actually makes you think you made a difference. Sure gearing you guys to the max will give them
an edge but telling them to focus on a sepcific guy will win the fight with less loses on your side etc etc.

All this rambling aside I still think there is somethign here with The Commission I am jsut right now trying to figure out if its
worth hanging onto or refunding it.
Can I accept the fact that the game will essentially be a random number generator and I have some minute ways to improve my
position between these rolls, but never substantial enough to really impact the random events as they happen to me?

And sure no tutorial is harsh and I can see how people would jsut instantly refund since they can tell that it will be hours to
actually figure out what this game is about - ie. there is a real chance you wont be allowed to refund the game by the time you
actually understand it - even a little bit. Ive kept my timer down by reading alot about the compounding mechanics watcing clips
and playing on my brothers account....
Food for thought. Having played all of the 4 Commandos games I can easily say that this one is clearly the worst game of the
series;

It's a pitty because I am a Commandos fan from my childhood.

Let's leave aside the tech problems and the terrible (even for its time) unchangeable resolution. I would suggest to someone to
have a look at the forum. 99% of the subjects are bugs etc. I am lucky I have a 10 years old system probably.... but anyway...

The most prominent fact is that it gives you the feeling that it was rush made. I completed the whole game and all of the three
campaigns left me with an unsatisfied mood. All of the characters had much more potential but they couldn't unfold it in this
really short game.
Best example (for those familiar with the series): the Diver... He appears only in one short and relatively easy mission that was
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interesting though and could had been enhanced. Forget also the underwater beauty of the previous game. You'll be down there
just for a minute or 2 with nothing to admire and stripped from his harpoon.
 I never had to use his hook as well as I never had to use the famous decoy. I never had to use the thief's pickpocket ability
either (to be fair though this is true for almost the whole part of Commandos 2 also)

The music is nice but again, the previous was better. The controls are punishing some times (hotkeys removed......).
The storyline has some stupid moments but it's ok.
I really liked some cutscenes like the train mission or the Berlin one but as I said it left me unfilled as there were absolutely
absent when completing a campaign.
The cover mode harder implementation did make things trickier but in a not believable way.

The length of the game is too short and although I appreciate some needed changes from Commandos 2, i.e. increased difficulty
reflected at the reduced health, (a bit too) occasional time limits pushing to more rapid action, a bit less equipment around (one
of the things that was killing Commandos 2 indeed), some new weapon and stuff (but some were removed and I didn't like it ...),
the verdict is negative unfortunately.

 I would recommend this game only to a hardcore Commandos fun and only when in a really low price. There will be some fun
of course but nothing close to the previous titles definitely. A newbie may enjoy it -when he overcomes the steep learning
curve- but I would suggest to try the previous titles as I said (so many times!). hate it, want my monies back asap for a
replacement. This is a easy game. But thats ok because its also really well polished and has amazing music. If you don't mind the
lack of challenge its a lot of fun
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Your standard Hidden Object Point and Click game. Nice graphics for a 7 year old game. Has more different puzzles mixed in
with the Hidden Object ones, which is a nice change. The plot is decent, mixing historical facts with fiction which I rather
enjoyed. :). This very challenging side-view bullet hell shooter is a great value. Get off of your brown and bloom FPS, hat
simulator, bald space marine shooter, and Modern Battlefield of Duty yearly update and play this game for five minutes. This
little girl game for true manly men will expose you for the talentless casual that you are.. Obviously very early on in
development, the game has a lot of potential and is a lot of fun.

Currently, it only really seems to have one finished map but it looks like the second one is almost done (just missing cameras).

The goal of this game depends on what team you're on. You're either one of the coppers or a robber.

As a robber you try to get away with a successful heist. You win if you get to a getaway helicopter with 40,000 buckaroos or if
the police mess up and shoot a civilian. You lose if you get shot or time runs out (it resets when you pick up money).

As a cop, you try to catch (shoot) the conniving culprit coveting your banks currency. You win if you shut down the thief before
they escape and complete a successful heist and you lose if you lose both your lives in the attempt or lose your job after shooting
a civilian (this part I find unrealistic. The facing consequences for your actions part).

Each of these team roles has various abilities and in the cases modifier masks on top of those various classes.

Modifier masks change things like jump height and armour and will reveal your intents to be malicious upon their donning.
They are modifiers so while they are neat and add variety, they add nowhere near the amount of the class roles offered.

The various classes actually change the way you play completely. From the spy as a copper where you can pretend to be a
civilian, hiding in plain sight and flipping the script on the nefarious nerdowells to the hacker robber class, letting you see
through the various cameras the bank thought would be antithetical to the act you attempt to commit.

Balance wise, some classes seem vastly more useful than others (the Heavy class for instance has a helicopter rescue that doesn't
seem all that useful on current maps), but I imagine they will all find their places when the game gets more maps finished.

As for cops vs robbers balance, Im still undecided. At first without really paying too close attention to how the mechanisms
worked, it seemed almost impossible for the robber to get away successfully, but once you get to grips with how things work, Id
almost say thats the easier role.

As for player base, currently, if you're playing at prime time for your region, you might just be able to find someone to play
against 1v1, but obviously being a brand new game, that's clearly not finished, its best if you at the very least buy it for yourself
and a buddy where it'll be good fun for quite a while.

Some other small thoughts about the game: While given its rather light on resources aesthetics, it performs excellently probably
even on a toaster (though Im running on a 1070\/7700k both oced), has the minor problem of not allowing me to switch to my
other monitor with the dual setup that I have. It seems to lock your cursor in even when out of focus.

Another small annoyance is that the button to change team chat to all chat (which the game has (text chat), also opens up the
chat window which is just sort of cumbersome.

Otherwise, even if the game was to stop being developed today, right now(2018-06-17) (though it doesn't look like that'll be the
case), id say its easily worth the price of a couple bucks for the amount of fun you'll get out of it.

Be sure to play through the tutorial or you'll wind up confused butting around with the controls for longer than you really need to
be. The tutorial is so short you'll feel like a muppet for not having done it first.. GTA2 style shooter\/racing game. City is
atmospheric, the lighting and music really set the mood.
Game is fairly linear, Mafia 1 style, but there are challenges on the map that you can find\/do.
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Story is told through Max Payne 1,2 style comic strips, you follow the story of garbage man who finds suitcase full of money
and get's into bloody conflict with it's owners.
Combat is quite punishing but interesting, both you and enemies can't take more than 2 hits so it's pretty kill or be killed
explosive encounters. But the checkpoints aren't far so it does not get boring.
Progression wise it has cool old GTA vibe, shooting\/racing\/chase someone\/escape someone. Pacing is quite balanced.

I have played with latest hotfix to date (22, Oct) and have not run into any crashes or bugs.

I'd say it's a very good value for the money.. Got this for my birthday....
....one of my best birthday presents ever.
Challenging, but fun.. I love this game. Got the demo first and was hooked. One of best games for my vive.. This collection was
lazily put together, that's irrefutable. There are certain things which just don't make sense, like closing the game between every
round and having to go back in, and only having online\/training modes for a few games (though thankfully the most important).
There's also the problem that this game is essentially dead online, so if you want to play with netplay, you'll want to have some
friends who also own and play this like I do. That aside, however, it's still Street Fighter, and they're still stellar games. With this
being the only official way of playing Alpha 3 and 3rd Strike online, I think they do their job just fine.
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